Novel adenine/thymine photodimerization channels mapped by PCM/TD-DFT calculations on dApT and TpdA dinucleotides.
Despite the biological relevance of AT-rich DNA sequences, the excited state paths associated with the photochemical reactions involving adenine and thymine stacked pairs have never been characterized, and the structure of the most abundant photoproduct in DNA is unknown. PCM/TD-M052X calculations on dApT and TpdA unveil the paths leading to the main photoproduct in TpdA, provide new insights into the reasons why it is not formed in dApT and show the existence of a new photochemical path, which could produce the precursor of the most abundant genomic AT/TA photoproduct. Our calculations confirm that anti/anti conformers are photochemically active and show that the dynamical solvation effects could significantly modulate the reaction yields.